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W55 - RETAINING WALL SYSTEM 
THAT TAKES YOUR GARDEN UP 
A LEVEL
the system combines all the 
features of a perfectly trimmed 
garden. it resolves uneven 
terrain, gives you space to grow 
herbs, ornamental grasses 
and vegetables and creates a 
harmonious space during the 
growing season.
more info on www.origami-wall.com

origaMi WaLL is gaining popularity across the gene-
ral and professional public. our system has already 
won prestigious international awards red dot award: 
product design 2022 and Big See award 2022.

no matter whether 
you thoughtfully plant 
the wall, use it for 
product presentation 
or leave it empty, it 
creates a pleasant 
structure and 
refreshes the space 
with a changing play 
of lights and shadows.



1m2 = 30ks 1m2 = 8ks1m2 = 72ks

COMPARISON ORIGAMI WALL WITH OTHER SOLUTIONS IMMEDIATELY Af TER PL ANTING

MINIMÁLNÍ VÝŠKA SOKLU
PRO INSTALACI
SE ZÁVLAHOVÝM SYSTÉM

KANALIZACE HT40
NAPOJENÍ V MAX. VÝŠCE
SHODNÉ S VÝŠKOU SOKLU
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HORIzONTAL bE AM
for hanging pots

OVERfLOW GUT TER
for drainage of excess water

OVERfLOW
for drainage of excess water

IRRIGATION DISTRIbUTION
13mm pipes

WATER SUPPLY + DRIP HE ADS
capillary spaghetti + 2-4 l/h

SECTION CUT

VERTICAL SOLUTION  
fOR EVERY WALL
the W90 system is designed 
so that the steel structure is 
not dependent on the adjacent 
wall, which may not even be 
load bearing. it is even possible 
to create such a divider with 
origaMi. Simply anchor it to 
a ceiling and floor that has 
adequate load-bearing capacity.

VARIAbLE AND AT TR ACTIVE  
AT ALL CIRCUMSTANCES
possibility to immediately install 
different seasonal plants.

Visually attractive already when 
planted.

in the event of plant mortality, the 
visual sculptural graphic made of 
high-quality, raw concrete remains.

thoughtful design, quality materials  
and original look that creates  

a unique atmosphere  
in the space.

ECONOMICS
Maintenance
fewer plants = less time per m2.
With the number of plants, the time required for 
routine servicing - revisions, pruning...

operation
the cost of operation is directly proportional not 
only to the size of the wall, but also to the density of 
the planting. proportionally, the cost of less water, 
fertilizer or substrate consumption decreases.

renewal
partial plant renewal is necessary during the year. 
in our wall this is 4-9 times less cost compared to 
full planting.

Service
removable plastic pots allow plants to be 
transplanted outside the wall. replacement 
can thus be done quickly and without the 
accompanying mess.


